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(2) Abstract (< 200 words) 

 

 

Unintended births are an important public health concern in the United States, particularly for 

women who are lower educated or racial ethnic minorities. Despite decades of efforts to reduce 

unintended births, high rates persist. Guided by Cognitive Social Theory and prior research on 

birth intentions, we explore the value of using a “try scale” for birth intentions rather than the 

conventional intended, mistimed or unwanted categories. We use information from two large, 

nationally representative surveys, the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) and the 

National Survey of Fertility Barriers (NSFB), to conduct the analyses. The NSFG “try scale” 

measures how much women were avoiding or trying to conceive for each birth on a scale from 0 

to 10. Most women selected “0” (avoiding), “5” (in between), or 10 (trying to conceive). This 

heaping suggests the need for an “in between” category similar to the NSFB “okay either way” 

group. We therefore match the NSFB proportions by collapsing the try scale into avoiding/trying 

not to (0-2), in between or okay (3-7), and trying to conceive (8-10). About 18% of births that 

were classified as unintended could be better conceptualized as ambivalent or okay either way. 

Among white, but not Hispanic women, education is associated with birth intentions.  
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3) Introduction 

Reliable birth control has the potential to eliminate unintended births, yet in the United States 

unintended births persist as a public health (Macaluso et al 2010; Mosher, Jones & Abma 2012). 

The Guttmacker Institution monitors progress towards the goal of eliminating unintended 

pregnancies and reports unintended pregnancy rates for the U.S. population (Kost et al 2015). There is 

considerable variation in rates by state; Finer and Zolna (2014) showed that in 2008, 51% of pregnancies in the 
United States were unintended and the unintended pregnancy rate was 54 per 1,000 women aged 15–44.” {Kost et al 

2015).  Approximately half of all pregnancies are unintended, and nearly a third of all births are 

classified as unintended (Finer and Zolna 2014).  High rates of unintended births in the US  have 

persisted for decades and are marked by education disparities (more among lower than higher 

educated women) and racial/ethnic disparities (more among Black and Hispanic than non-

Hispanic White women) (Chandra & Stephen 2013, Finer & Zolna 2011, Finer & Zona 2014; 

Sweney & Raley 2015). The implications of these disparities are substantial and long lasting. 

Unintended pregnancies contribute to less pre-natal care (Finer and Henshaw 2006), worse birth 

outcomes (Kost & Lindberg 2015), lower psychosocial wellbeing and lower parental efficacy 

compared to intended births (Barber & East 2009).  

There is general agreement that reducing unintended births is an important and potentially 

achievable goal. In addition, demographers agree that determining which births are intended or 

unintended is challenging (Santelli et al 2009), and that women may not have definitive 

intentions for all births. Instead, some women feel ambivalent (Miller, Barber, Gatny 2013) or 

“okay either way” about pregnancy (McQuillan et al 2011). The conventional measure of birth 

intentions, used in the National Survey of Family Growth (Mosher, Jones, and Abma, 2012) has 

three categories: intended, mistimed, or unintended. The conventional measure could therefore 

categorize births as unintended when they are actually “okay” or the result of ambivalence, not 

an intention to avoid pregnancy. Women who are ambivalent or okay about a birth could have 

different characteristics than women who truly did not intend a birth. Conflating “okay” and 

“ambivalent” births with unintended, therefore, inhibits efforts to identify how to reduce 

unintended births. In addition, because Black and Hispanic women are less likely to say that they 

were “trying” to get pregnant than white women. Therefore what appears to be a health disparity 

could be measurement error.  

 The general Cognitive-Social Theory, of fertility intentions emphasizes the importance of 
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meanings (i.e. cognitive schemas) as well as social structures and contexts for understanding 

phenomenon such as unintended birth rates (Bachrach & Morgan 2013). Births are the result of 

several actions, therefore Cognitive-Social Theory implies the importance of understanding 

additional concepts, such as the meanings of contraception, sex, relationships, and pregnancies. 

The Cognitive-Social Theory combines the theory of reasoned action, life course theory, and the 

concept cognitive schemas to provide a more comprehensive model of fertility intentions than 

any theory alone. The reason this works is clear (if not obvious): a behavior such as not using 

birth control can have multiple meanings; for example that someone is trying to get pregnant or, 

conversely, that someone  is ambivalent or okay either way about getting pregnant. For young 

women, anything less than a definite desire to avoid pregnancy can lead to a birth that is likely to 

be considered unintended (Hayford & Guzzo 2013; Miller, & Gatny 2013). As such, measures of 

behaviors alone or measures that have incomplete categories provide limited information about 

potential health consequences of reproductive experiences (McQuillan et. al. 2011; Santelli et. al. 

2009). Further, to understand the race/ethnicity and educational disparities in unintended births, 

we need data that contains sufficient information to examine education, race/ethnicity, and 

measures of degree of reproductive “planfulness”. 

In the U.S., fundamental social structural inequality by race/ethnicity and education contributes 

to broader health inequalities (Glass & McAtee 2006; Lutfey & Freese 2005) and to differences in 

how much women can exercise control over their reproductive health (Bell 2014; Colen 1986; 

King & Meyer 1997; Solinger 2005). Additionally, the act of planning a pregnancy can have 

different meanings for subgroups created by social locations such as race/ethnicity and education 

(Ridgeway and Kricheli-Katz 2013). Yet few datasets have the numbers of cases and relevant 

variables to simultaneously analyse the intersecting effects of race/ethnicity and education on birth 
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intentions/planfulness. Qualitative research with diverse samples of women suggests non-additive 

effects from race/ethnicity and education on reproductive outcomes (e.g. Bell 2014; Wilson 

2014). Population studies of other health outcomes also demonstrate the value of an 

intersectional approach (e.g. Warner and Brown 2011). An increasing emphasis on stratified 

reproduction (e.g. Shreffler et al 2015) and considerable prior research on unintended births (e.g. 

Finer & Henshaw 2006; Guzman et al. 2010) or unmet need for fertility services (e.g. Greil et al. 

2011b) have demonstrated associations with race/ethnicity or education (e.g. Kost & Lindberg 

2015; Smock & Greenland 2010), but we found no studies that simultaneously analyze how 

subgroups created by the intersection of race/ethnicity and education are associated with birth 

intentions.  

We explore if the proportion of births that are categorized as mistimed or unwanted could be 

better categorized as in between unwanted and intended. We also estimate associations between 

birth intentions and education and ethnicity.  A measure of birth intentions that adds a midpoint 

between trying to conceive and trying not to conceive could be more informative than a measure 

that assumes that births are intended, mistimed, or unwanted.  

Background 

The standard source of information about unintended births in the United States is the 

National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG). The NSFG is a large, in-person survey of men and 

women that has been conducted for decades. For this study we use the sample of all births to 

women interviewed 2002. The NSFG measures retrospective birth intendedness using a series of 

questions that lead characterize births as intended, mistimed, or unwanted.  The National Survey 

of Fertility Barriers (NSFB) was collected by telephone between 2004 and 2006. The NSFB 

included women at greatest risk for infertility (ages 25-45) and over-samples women from high 
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Black and Hispanic census tracts plus women who had or were at risk of fertility barriers. The 

NSFB used several fertility intentions questions from the NSFG, plus additional questions and 

responses that emerged from in-depth interviews. The NSFB retrospective measure of birth 

intendedness provides a way to measure women who were ambivalent or “okay” about births. 

The education by ethnicity interactions could create some very small cell sizes, thereby making it 

difficult to generate reliable estimates for interaction terms. Because the NSFG and NSFB alone 

each have strengths and weaknesses for better understanding the educational gradient in birth 

intentions, we use both of them.  

The NSFG included a measure of “trying” to conceive with response categories ranging from 

“avoiding pregnancy” indicated by a 0 to “trying to get pregnant” indicated by 10. Survey 

participants were asked to indicate the degree that they were trying to conceive for each 

pregnancy in the last three years. Most participants selected “0”, “5”, or “10”, indicating that 

there were three general responses (avoiding, in between avoiding and trying, and trying) and 

that the full range of the scale might not be useful because women do not have nuanced enough 

attitudes towards pregnancy for the rest of the scale. One challenge with this measure is 

determining what the middle value means. Does a scale around 5 mean that women were unsure 

if they were avoiding or trying? Or does it mean that they were undecided or okay about 

pregnancy or not? In surveys in which anything less than “trying” is considered “unintended”, 

women with a score in the middle range could appear to have a problem pregnancy, when really 

the women are okay about pregnancy.  

The team that developed the NSFB conducted in-depth interviews with women who met 

criteria for infertility but did not seek medical help to conceive. These interviews revealed that 

some of the women did not seek medical help even though they had had several months of 
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unprotected heterosexual intercourse without conception because they were not trying to 

conceive, but they were also not trying to avoid conception, they were “okay either way” (Greil 

and McQuillan 2010, McQuillan et al 2011). The team therefore included the category “Okay 

either way” to the questions about the women’s current attitude towards pregnancy (i.e. 

currently, are you trying to, trying not to, or okay either way about getting pregnant?) as well as 

retrospective measures of intentions for all current and past pregnancies. A substantial 

percentage of women were okay either way (24%). We therefore suspect that at least some of the 

women in the NSFG who have scores near 5 are probably also “okay either way”.    The NSFG 

and NSFB samples are somewhat different. The NSFG begins when women are younger and asks 

only about births in the last three years. The NSFB asks women about all of their pregnancies and 

covers a narrower ae range.  We selected all of the NSFB births, not just those in the last three years, 

for several reasons. First, we wanted a larger sample size to test the interaction effects. In addition 

we did not restrict to births in the 3 years is because the NSFB sample is women aged 25 and older. 

Restricting to the sample to women who gave birth within 3 years of the survey would mean the 

NSFB sample would include only women whose births occurred over the age of 22. That approach 

would make it difficult to tell if differences in proportion of births intended/vs unintended reflected 

age and or measurement. We could control for age by limiting the NSFG sample to match age for the 

NSFB sample (like I say below), but then we are losing an important age demographic for 

unintended pregnancies and births- those occurring among women under 22 years old. 

Measuring Birth IntendednessThe conventional way to measure birth intentions using the 

National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) involves combining responses from questions about 

stopping birth control or not before conception, and if the birth was sooner than desired. From 

these questions, births are categorized as intended, mistimed, or unwanted. Qualitative research 

(e.g. Barrett, Smith, and Wellings 2004) and survey data (McQuillan et al. 2011) suggests that 
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many women do not have well-formed intentions or were “okay either way” about a birth. The 

NSFG 2002 included an additional question that has the potential to capture women who did not 

fully intend to or not to conceive a pregnancy and have a resulting birth. The measure asks 

women to select a number from 0 to 10 that captures how much they were trying to get pregnant 

for a specific birth. The middle of the “try scale” could indicate ambivalence, could indicate 

uncertainty, or could indicate feeling okay either way about a pregnancy. To determine if the try 

scale adds useful information beyond the conventional measure of birth intentions, we use 

information from the National Survey of Fertility Barriers (NSFB). The NSFG has the “Try 

scale” and the NSFB has a measure that asks, for each pregnancy, if women were trying to get 

pregnant, trying not to get pregnant, or “okay either way”. Because both datasets are nationally 

representative and were collected close in time, we collapse responses in the NSFG scale 

measure using various cut points until we create categories with distributions similar to the 

NSFB categorical measure (collapsing the 11 point NSFG try scale to match the three category 

NSFB birth intentions measure).  

The NSFG is the gold standard dataset for fertility research in the U.S., with a high response 

rate from in-home data collection, large samples, over-samples of minority participants, detailed 

contraceptive histories, and several cohorts of data. The NSFB was designed to complement the 

NSFG by adding, for example, psychosocial measures. The NSFB oversampled women at risk 

for infertility, women who met criteria for infertility, and women in high minority census tracks. 

Consistent with most telephone surveys, the NSFB has a lower response rate (53%) than the in-

home NSFG (71%). Comparisons of the NSFB, NSFG, and Current Population Surveys (CPS), 

shows that the NSFB underrepresents lower educated women (see McQuillan et. al. 2012 for a 

summary). Weights based upon the CPS provide a way to make both the NSFG and NSFB 
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representative of their target populations. 

<Table 1 about here> 

Table 1 provides means or proportions and ranges for the variables in the analyses. We 

provide the proportion of births by the conventional NSFG birth intentions measures to provide a 

comparison starting point. Most births were characterized as wanted (65%). Fewer births were 

mistimed (21%) or unwanted (14%). As described above, there are several complications with 

the conventional birth intentions measure that lead the NSFG research team to add additional 

scales to help characterize births. The “try scale” measures the degree to which women were 

trying to conceive for a particular birth on a scale from 0 “trying not to get pregnant” to 10 

“trying to get pregnant”. The mean value for this scale is 5.88, or slightly more on the “trying” 

than the “trying not to” attitude towards pregnancy. As we describe in more detail below, the 

response pattern for the try scale suggests heaping on the anchor values (0 and 10) plus the 

midpoint of the scale (5). We collapsed the scale into categories that approximate the three 

values in the NSFB survey (trying to = 8-10, okay either way = 3-7 – but we cannot be sure that 

those in the middle of the try scale consider themselves okay both way, and trying not to = 0 – 

2). Both surveys had complex sampling designs, therefore the weighted descriptive statistics are 

more appropriate to interpret for summarizing the samples, particularly because the two samples 

cover different age ranges and different distances into the past for births (NSFG only asked about 

“trying” for births in the last three years). Even with some differences, using the collapsed 

categories the proportions with “high” trying scores are similar (NSFG = .41 and NSFB = .45), 

“mid” trying or okay either way (NSFG = .35, NSFB = .34), and “low” trying scores (NSFG = 

.23, NSFB = .21).  The distribution of births by birth order are also similar, with about 40% 

describing a first birth, about 33% a second birth, and in the 25% range for the third or higher 
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birth. The average age at the birth is higher for the NSFG (M=27) than the NSFB (M = 25) 

samples. Births were further in the past for the NSFB (M=1994) than the NSFG (M=2000). The 

distribution of births by race/ethnicity is similar, with about 60% white, 14% Black, 20% 

Hispanic, and 6% other.  The NSFB is more educated, with fewer births to women with less than 

a High school degree, but both having about 50% of births to women with a H.S. diploma or less. 

The NSFB sample is currently older on average (M=36) than the NSFB (M=29).  The NSFB has 

about 5% more Protestant and 5% fewer “no religion” mothers than the NSFG. 

Overall the samples are quite similar, even though one was conducted in person and the other 

on the phone, and one included younger women and the other was restricted to women 25-45.   

Evaluation of the comparability of data across the two surveys.  

Most researchers use an NSFG project constructed variable of birth intendedness that is 

created from a series of questions that result in the following categories: intended, mistimed, and 

unwanted (Kost & Lindberg 2015). Because the NSFB does not have a timing category and the 

NSFG does not have an “okay either way” category, it is challenging to simply harmonize the 

standard measures. The additional “Trying” question in the NSFG provides a way to harmonize 

the measures. We focus on the NSFG 11-point scale about “avoiding pregnancy” to “trying to 

get pregnant.” In preliminary analyses of NSFG 2002 sample women’s responses to this 11 point 

scale, we found substantial heaping of responses at 0 (avoiding), 5 (midway between not trying 

and trying), and 10 (definitely trying). In itself, this raises concern about the appropriateness of 

the NSFG’s use of an 11-point scale. We also found, however, as Table 2 shows, that we were 

able to derive from these scales a three-category NSFG variable of pregnancy intentions that 

lined up empirically with the NSFB’s 3-category response: specifically, when we coded 0,1, or 2 

as “avoiding”, 3 to 7 as “ok either way”, and 8,9, or 10 as “trying.” It is important that there are 
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similar weighted percentages, and also that the scales can be treated as equivalent in their 

relationship to predictor variables in a pooled analysis (Rendall et al 2013).  

<Table 2 about here > 

Table 2 provides the distribution of births to the categories in the full try scale (0 to 10) by 

the collapsed try scale categories and the conventional measure of intentions. Most of the cases 

within each group are on the extremes (0 or 10) or the midpoint (5), yet some women did make 

more fine distinctions about how much they were trying to conceive the focal birth. The pattern 

is somewhat similar for the three conventional measures of intentions. Most of those who said 

that they intended to conceive a child also said that they were trying to conceive (60% if we use 

the top three categories). Most of those who said that the birth was mistimed were in the low end 

of the try scale (42% were in the 0-2 values) or the middle of the scale (51%), indicating that the 

“mistimed” category is challenging to interpret. Most of the births categorized as unwanted were 

also evaluated as occurring when a woman was trying not to conceive (65% had values 0-2).  

There is clearly some overlap between the conventional measure and the try scale, but there are 

also births in almost every cell, suggesting that the try scale provides unique information 

compared to the birth intentions measure.  

<Table 3 about here > 

The 3 category try scale measure has the potential to better reflect the intentions of women 

who neither try to conceive or try to avoid conception, but who are in between. The “in between” 

category could be similar to the women in the NSFB who were not trying to or trying not to 

conceive, but instead who were “okay either way” (22% of white, 27% of Hispanic, 25% of 

Black, 32% of Asian women said that they were “okay either way” about getting pregnant 

(McQuillan et. al. 2011)). Does adding the “in between” category change the percentage of 
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“unintended” pregnancies in the NSFG? Table 3 compares the weighted frequencies for the 

collapsed 3 category try scale with the standard NSFG measure. We found that of the 440 births 

considered “mistimed”, 51% are in between trying not to or trying to conceive using the 

collapsed “try scale”, and of the 299 births considered “unwanted”, 30% are in between trying 

not to and trying to conceive using the collapsed “try scale”. In other words, of the 739 births in 

the NSFG that were unintended, 43% may have been “okay”, because these women did not have 

definite intentions on the “try” scale. Explicitly identifying and modeling women who are 

actively “avoiding” vs. “okay either way” provides a way to better identify unintended births that 

are likely to lead to worse health outcomes compared to births that appear unintended based 

upon behaviors, but appear “okay” based upon degree of trying to conceive. 

Can we harmonize birth intentions for pooled NSFG and NSFB analyses? 

There are two formal statistical methods for evaluating the suitability of two surveys for 

pooled analysis. The first is the propensity-score analysis approach of Schenker et al (2010). 

Among the disadvantages of propensity scores, as noted by the authors, is a tendency to produce 

attenuated coefficients. The second method uses fit statistics, and is the one we will use. Weden 

et al. (2012) used the fit statistics approach for pooled-survey analysis based on common 

variables between two surveys; Rendall et al. (2013a; 2013b) and Baker et al (2015) used the fit 

statistics approach to assess pooled cross-survey multiple imputation analyses. The BIC and AIC 

model fit statistics test if there is any improvement in model fit through inclusion of a variable 

indicating the source of the data (in our case, NSFG versus NSFB). We first assess whether 

improvement in model fit occurred when adding a survey dummy only, and second when adding 

the set of full interactions of survey with predictor variables. Smaller AIC or BIC indicate better 

fit of the model to the data. BIC includes a penalty for larger degrees of freedom, and has been 
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the favored criterion in sociology (Weakliem 2004). The significance of the difference in AIC or 

BIC between models is tested using a chi-square distribution for the difference in the degrees of 

freedom. 

Formally, assume that model 1a has the predictor variables, model 1b adds an indicator for 

the survey (to test if there is a difference in the log odds of the outcome between surveys), and 

model 1c adds interactions for all of the survey*predictor variables to assess if the associations 

are survey specific. We use 𝑆2 as an indicator variable for observations from Survey 2 (𝑆2 = 1) 

versus Survey 1 (𝑆2 = 0), and compare the model fit (indicated by AIC and BIC) for model 1b 

compared to model 1a. In this case, we designate the NSFB as Survey 2. The three models that 

we compared are: 

𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐼𝑇[Pr{𝑌|𝑋1}] = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1                                                                                    (1a) 

𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐼𝑇[Pr{𝑌|𝑋1, 𝑆2}] = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑆2                                                                  (1b) 

𝐿𝑂𝐺𝐼𝑇[Pr{𝑌|𝑋1, 𝑆2}] = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑆2 + 𝛽3𝑋1𝑆2                                                 (1c) 

<Table 4 about here > 

where the LOGIT function multinomial for the birth intendedness outcome (High, Middle, Low 

(NSFG) or Trying, Okay, Trying not to (NSFB)). If Model (1b) has a smaller model-fit statistic 

than Model (1a), then the “intercept-shift” variable for Survey 2 improves upon the model 

without it and the variable for S2 (with its coefficient parameter β2) should be added to the 

analysis model (1). If Model (1c) has a smaller model-fit statistic than Model (1b), then we 

would conclude that the observations from the surveys are not, after all, realizations of a 

common generating mechanism. In Table 4 below, we show the model fit statistics for 

preliminary pooled analysis of the NSFB 2004-2006 and NSFG 2002 using a model with 
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variables in common between the two surveys. These variables, in the vector X1, are mother’s 

age at child’s birth, age at interview, race/ethnicity, education, birth order, and religion.  

By two of the three criteria, the past birth intendedness measure is comparable between the 

NSFG (with its 11-point scale transformed into a 3-category variable) and NSFB. Even with 

large samples of births (2,085 in the NSFG and 6,997 in the NSFB), the distributions on the 3-

category outcome variable are not statistically different at p<.05, and are substantively very 

similar. The BIC statistic is lowest for the model with no survey indicator or interaction of 

survey with the covariates, and is much higher in the latter case. The AIC, however, has the 

lowest value for the model that includes both the survey indicator and the set of interactions of 

survey with the covariates. The very large increase in the BIC statistic, however, with the set of 

interactions of survey with the covariates, implies a much worse model fit. Therefore, it would 

be a very conservative decision to forego use of the pooled-survey model on the basis of these 

three sets of statistics. Overall, these preliminary analyses indicate that pooled-survey analyses 

with the NSFG and NSFB is appropriate. 

Trying to conceive versus the middle of the try scale or okay either way: ethnicity and 

education associations. 

Table 5 summarizes the models of birth intendedness by ethnicity, education, and education 

by ethnicity for the NSFG, the NSFB, and the pooled data. Most of the coefficients in the NSFG 

are significant but not in the NSFB. This is somewhat surprising because the NSFB has three 

times more births than the NSFG. Yet the NSFB sample goes back further than the NSFG, which 

only asked about birth intendedness for births in the last three years. All of the coefficients are in 

the same direction in both samples. For all but one variable, the magnitude of the association is 

larger in the NSFG compared to the NSFB. We interpret the harmonized and pooled data 
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because the coefficients are a weighted average of the two surveys and therefore should 

minimize possible errors from either survey alone.  

Ethnicity by Education interactions 

We conducted preliminary analyses to explore the benefits of pooling estimates of the 

intersection of race/ethnicity and education in birth intendedness. We use the harmonized three 

category birth intendedness measure constructed from the NSFG try scale and NSFB birth 

intentions measure adjusting for clustering of births among respondents. The results reveal 

striking interaction patterns. Compared to non-Hispanic White women, education matters much 

less for the probability that a given birth was either unintended (trying to avoid) or “ok either 

way” for Hispanic women. We show this result in the multinomial model contrasting being 

“okay either way” compared to trying to get pregnant (Table 5). For white, but not Hispanic 

women, more education is associated with lower odds of being “okay either way” rather than 

trying to get pregnant. Therefore, including the “middle/okay either way” group is important for 

understanding birth intendedness and race/ethnicity by education differences between groups. 

Discussion/Conclusion 

Preliminary analysis indicate that it is empirically justified to harmonize measure of birth 

intendedness in the NSFG and NSFB, that collapsing the NSFG “Try scale” into a three category 

measure provides useful information about women who are not planful (trying to or trying not 

to) about pregnancies. Because the NSFB birth intentions measure includes the “okay either 

way” category that emerged from in depth interviews with women, there is some face validity to 

a measure that includes a meaningful alternative to trying to or trying not to conceive – those 

who are in between. Yet the term “trying” has issues. Some women may want to conceive or 

hope to conceive but to not like to describe themselves as “trying” (see for example Greil and 
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McQuillan 2010). The collapsed try scale distribution is quite similar to the NSFB categories, 

suggesting that the cut off points for collapsing the scale reflect the NSFB categories, and that 

harmonizing the datasets for combined analyses is justified.  

Other research using the NSFB indicates that Hispanic women have different interpretations 

and/or experiences of fertility than white women. For example, Shreffler et al (2016) found that 

fertility intentions had a stronger association with subsequent births for White women and 

importance of parenthood had a strong association with subsequent births for Hispanic women.  

Advances in reproductive technology provide the means for women and couples to have 

greater control over their fertility. More women can – and are – delaying or forgoing having 

children. Yet similar percentages of women are having unintended births in the 2000s as the 

1980s. Unintended births are generally equated with unwanted births, but several studies suggest 

that unintended could also reflect a less planful (not trying and not avoiding, but “okay”, 

ambivalent, or in-between) approach to pregnancy. For public health efforts aimed at reducing 

the negative consequences of unwanted births to succeed, it is necessary to distinguish 

unintended births that were unwanted from unintended births that reflect a non-planful or non-

intentional approach to pregnancy. The very important social and biomedical changes that have 

occurred in recent decades have provided unprecedented possibilities for women and couples to 

achieve fertility goals if they want to. Because it is possible to plan pregnancies, however, does 

not mean that all women and couples will want to or will think it is right to do so. For example, 

practicing Catholics may value accepting pregnancies that come rather than trying to or not to 

conceive. Others who have few economic resources or who have experienced little mastery in 

their lives may not feel empowered to be intentional about pregnancy and birth. Some women 

are uncomfortable with the idea of “trying” to get pregnant because it seems too “white” or 
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“middle class” an approach to pregnancy (Greil and McQuillan 2010).  

That higher education is associated with more of a “trying to” than an “in between/okay” 

approach to pregnancy for White but not for Hispanic women suggests that attitudes and 

approaches to pregnancy vary by social location. This finding is similar to Lareau’s (2005) 

description of concerted cultivation and natural growth approaches to raising children.  Middle 

class parents saw parenting as involving concerted cultivation to develop their children into 

independent beings who have a mastery approach to their lives. Working class parents saw 

parenting as allowing their children to grow with little direct guidance towards developing a 

certain kind of person (and fewer resources to do so even if they wanted to). Lareau describes 

how the different parenting styles each have merit, but also how they contribute to reproducing 

social inequality. Conceptualizing education as an indicator of social class, we see parallels 

between approaches to parenting and approaches to pregnancy/birth by social class, but only for 

white women. For Hispanic women, changes in education are not associated with changes in 

birth intendedness.  

Harmonizing the NSFG “try scale” and the NSFB “birth intendedness” categories provided 

valuable new insights from existing variables. The NSFG try scale is one of three variables 

added to the NSFG to address concerns with the limitations of the conventional measure of birth 

intentions (Santelli et al 2009; Mosher et al. 2012). There are also birth wantedness and 

happiness scales, but because the try scale used similar language to the NSFB item, we focus on 

the try scale. The full try scale has the potential for a broader range of categories for 

characterizing the degree of trying for pregnancy, but most responses heaped on the extremes or 

in the center. The pattern of responses was similar to the responses to the question in the NSFB 

that asked women, for each birth, if they were trying to, trying not to, or okay either way about a 
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birth. The “okay either way” language came from cognitive interviews done with women and 

couples who had had a period of at least 6 months in which they had had unprotected intercourse 

without conception. When asked if they were trying to get pregnant, many said “no”. Subsequent 

discussions revealed that they were also not trying to not get pregnant, they were just “okay 

either way”. We cannot know for sure if they women who picked values in the middle of the try 

scale on the NSFG are also “okay either way’, but it is likely that many are. It is also possible 

that some are not sure if they are okay either way, they may just not have a developed intention 

or might just not be intentional about pregnancy, but instead are passive or accept what comes. 

Even though we cannot know for sure what women are really indicating when they pick a value 

in the middle of the scale, we see value in not just using the scale as a continuous measure. 

Instead, as the response patterns for the try scale and the cognitive interviews for the creation of 

the NSFB scale suggest, three categories (1. trying to, 2. trying not to/avoiding, and 3. okay 

either way/in between) providing meaningful categories that also seem to capture most women’s 

experiences.  

In addition, the three category past birth intendedness measure facilitate harmonizing the 

NSFG and NSFB by making a “close enough’ birth intendedness dependent variable that allows 

for pooled statistical analysis. The resulting data set with 9,082 births is large enough to support 

education by ethnicity intersectional analysis. The analysis of the intersection between education 

and ethnicity revealed that education does not have the same strong association with past birth 

intendedness for Hispanic as it does for White women.  

Public health efforts to support healthy mothers and children have focused in part on 

unintended/unwanted births because they have negative consequences for mothers and children 

and are seen as preventable through contraception (England, 2016). Yet rates of 
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unintended/unwanted births have remained stubbornly high in the United States. We suggest that 

to some degree the rates are inflated because they contain some births that women were not 

trying to conceive, but nevertheless welcome. It could be, however, that women who are “in-

between/okay” about a birth are more like those who see their birth as unwanted/unintended than 

those who wanted/intended their birth. Determining where to put scarce public health resources 

will benefit from more clear conceptualization and measurement of core concepts. We have 

taken steps in that direction by exploiting strengths of two large national data sets, harmonizing 

similar variables, and conducting pooled analyses. We also benefited from the cognitive social 

framework and prior research that emphasizes the importance of paying attention to the 

meanings of terms such as “trying” and “intending”.  

We recognize limitations in this study. Most important is the challenge of accurate recall of 

birth intentions at the time of conception and reporting those intentions accurately in a survey, 

sometimes many years later. In addition, how the mother and child are doing plus the 

relationship with the father in the present could alter memories of past intentions. Some of the 

Hispanic women took the survey in Spanish and some in English. It is possible that heterogeneity 

among the Hispanic women is masking effects, or that the patterns reflect one group more than 

the other. The sample sizes for the language subgroups, however, is quite small, limiting the 

ability to analyze the groups separately. Future research should also add more covariates that 

exist in both surveys, and could exploit cross-survey multiple imputation to incorporate variables 

that exist in only one of the surveys (e.g. the importance of parenthood scale in the NSFB is a 

potential explanatory variable in the model). It is also possible that the middle of the try scale in 

the NSFG is not a sufficient match to the “okay either way” category in the NSFB. We suspect 

that there is considerable alignment, but lack a developed methodology to determine if we are 
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correct. Future research using both the 11 point try scale and the three category NSFB item with 

‘okay either way” could shed light on this question. 

Even with these limitations, we make important contributions to research on birth intentions. 

Similar to others who have highlighted women who are ambivalent about pregnancy and birth, 

we find that many women are not trying to or trying not to conceive, but instead either do not 

have intentions, have intentions “in between”, or are “okay either way” about pregnancy. 

Identifying the “in-between” group reveals that the proportion of “unintended/unwanted” births 

may be lower by up to 18%, and important reduction. Future research is necessary to determine 

if the “in-between/okay” group is better off in terms of child outcomes and maternal wellbeing 

and life satisfaction. Finally, our work shows how two valuable surveys can be used for pooled 

analyses to support simultaneous analysis of ethnicity and education, thus better modeling the 

effect of social location on birth intendedness.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics by selected characteristics and Survey. 

 
NSFG (last 3yrs) 

 
NSFB (all births) 

 
Unweight. Weight. 

 
Unweihgt. Weight. 

  M/P M/P   M/P M/P 

Birth Intentions (Conventional Categories) 
 

       Want .62 .65 
 

 

             

   Mistimed  .22 .21 
 

 

             

   Unwanted .17 .14 
 

 

             

Try scale 5.58 5.88 
 

 

             

High (Values 8-10) .38 .41 
 

.45 .45 

Mid  (Values 3-7) .36 .35 
 

.34 .34 

Low (Values 0-3) .26 .23 
 

.22 .21 

Birth Order 

     1st Birth .40 .40 
 

.45 .43 

2nd Birth .33 .33 
 

.33 .34 

3rd or Higher Birth .27 .27 
 

.22 .24 

Age at birth (14-44_ 26.63 27.12 
 

25.44 24.85 

Child Birth Year (1975-2006) 2000 2000 
 

1995 1994 

Race/Ethnicity 

     White .49 .60 
 

.55 .58 

Black .20 .14 
 

.20 .16 

Hispanic .26 .20 
 

.21 .22 

Other  .05 .06 
 

.04 .04 

Education 

     Less than HS  .22 .20 
 

.08 .16 

High School Diploma .32 .30 
 

.26 .33 

Some College .25 .25 
 

.33 .29 

BA Degree .17 .19 
 

.23 .17 

MA Degree+ .05 .06 
 

.10 .05 

Age at interview (16-44) 28.47 28.97 
 

36.17 36.19 

Religion 

     Protestant .50 .52 
 

.59 .57 

Catholic .32 .30 
 

.27 .28 

Other  .05 .06 
 

.07 .07 

None .13 .13 
 

.07 .08 

n births) 2,085 2,085 
 

6,997 6,997 

 

Note: NSFG=NSFB :"High" on the try scale = "Trying 

to"; "Mid" on the try scale = "Okay"; "Low" on the try 

scale= "Trying not to" 

        

 Note. Unweight. = Unweighted; Weight. = Weighted. 
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Note. M = Mean; P = Proportion. 

      

 

 

 

 

Table 2. NSFG Weighted Frequencies of Try scale by Recoded 3 Category Try scale &     

              Conventional NSFG Measure   

  

NSFG Birth Specific  

Try scale in 3 Categories 
  NSFG Birth Intentions Categories 

  
High Mid Low 

 

Intended Mistimed Unwanted 

Tryscale N % % %   % % % 

0 329 0 0 68% 

 

5% 27% 48% 

1 64 0 0 13% 

 

1% 5% 7% 

2 94 0 0 19% 

 

2% 10% 10% 

3 87 0 12% 0 

 

2% 10% 6% 

4 81 0 11% 0 

 

3% 7% 4% 

5 364 0 49% 0 

 

15% 26% 15% 

6 82 0 11% 0 

 

4% 4% 3% 

7 122 0 17% 0 

 

8% 4% 1% 

8 148 17% 0 0 

 

10% 2% 1% 

9 63 7% 0 0 

 

4% 1% 0% 

10 651 76% 0 0   46% 4% 3% 

Total N NSFG 2,085 862 737 487   1,346 440 299 

  
 

  
  

  
Comparison of 

3 category 

distribution 

with NSFB 

categories. 

 

    

    Weighted % NSFG 41% 35% 23% 

  
  

Weighted % NSFB 45% 34% 21% 

    
     

    Note: NSFG=NSFB Categories "High" = "Trying to"; "Mid" = "Okay"; "Low" = "Trying not 

to" 
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Table 3. NSFG Weighted Percentages in the Three category collapsed Try Scale groups by the 

        conventional NSFG Birth Intentions Measure with NSFB comparable Birth "Try" Groups. 

Value on the NSFG 

Try Scale 
NSFG      Unintended  

NSFG 

Intended 

NSFG 

Total 

NSFB Birth 

Intention 
NSFB 

Total 

  Unwanted Mistimed       

 Try scale (Low) 9% 9% 5% 23% Trying Not To 21% 

Try scale (Middle) 4% 11% 20% 35% Okay 35% 

Try scale (High) 1% 2% 39% 41% Trying To 45% 

 

 

Total Births (%) 

 

14% 

 

21% 

 

65% 

 

100% 

  

100% 

Total Births (N) 299 440 1,346 2,085   6,997 

 

Note: Low on the try scale = 0-2; Middle on the try scale = 3-7; High on the try scale = 8-10. 

Births with scores indicating trying not to conceive and not wanting a birth (9%+9%=18%). 

Births indicating unwanted or mistimed but may have been desired (4%+11%+1%+2%=18%). 

Of the "intended" births, about 5% resulting when women were trying not to conceive, 

and 20% were to women in the middle of the try scale.  

  Chi-Square test for the differences between the NSFG and NSFB groups indicates no significant 

difference in the three try groups by survey (chi-square p-value = .09). 
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Table 4. NSFG 2002 and NSFB wave 1 Comparison of Model fit. 

 

Past Birth Intendedness AIC BIC 

 

(a) Covariates only 18,138.8 18,444.7 

(b) Covariates + survey indicator  18,089.3 18,409.4 

(c) Covariates + survey + survey*covariates  18,071.5 18,669.1 
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Table 5. Multinomial logistic coefficients of Birth intentions Ethnicity and Education. 

              Contrasting the Middle/Okay Category to the reference category “Trying to get pregnant” 

              NSFG and NSFB separately and combined.  

 NSFG p NSFB p NSFG & 

NSFB 

harmonized & 

pooled 

p 

Hispanic (ref: non-Hispanic White) -.878 .020 -.638 .111 -.678 .031 

Education (ref: < H.S. graduate)       

  High School Graduate -.873 .021 -.019 .950 -.213 .405 

  Some College -1.073 .003 -.048 .871 -.273 .275 

  Bachelor’s degree -1.473 <.001 -.689 .024 -.853 <.001 

  Master’s degree or more -2.103 <.001 -.940 .003 -1.213 <.001 

Hispanic * Education       

  High School Graduate .913 .055 .692 .121 .733 .042 

  Some College 1.123 .016 .831 .063 .883 .013 

  Bachelor’s degree .523 .457 1.106 .023 1.003 .013 

  Master’s degree or more 2.393 <.001 1.495 .021 1.693 <.001 

 

Sample size (N of Births) 

 

2,085 

  

6,997 

  

9,082 

 

 

Note: Adjusted for the clustering of multiple births to individual women. 

In the harmonized and stacked combined model, NSFG = NSFB:  “high” = “trying to”, 

“mid” = “okay either way”, “low” = “trying not to” having a baby. 

 
 


